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QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 93137 30" Love You Brown Bear

1 97559 20" Valentine Air-Fill Bear

2 83137 Std. Love You White Bear

1 12950 12" I Love You All-Over (2 needed)

1 12511 12" Pink Latex (4 needed)

1 12541 12" Red Latex (4 needed)

1 18307 260 Red Twistees (5 needed)

1 1159 3/16" Hot Red Curling Ribbon

1 1663 150g Red Bouquet Weight

3576 Balloon Stick-em Tabs

BEAR HUGS 
& BALLOONS

#12541 / #12511 Latex Base 
Air inflate two red 12" latex balloons 

and tie together to form a duplet. 
Repeat to create a second duplet. Twist 

the two duplets together to create a 
four-balloon cluster. 

Repeat the step above to create a second four-
balloon cluster inflated to 7" using the  pink 

latex. 

Nest the clusters together and tie an uninflated 
260 around the clusters to secure them together.  

#93137 / #83137 / #12950 
Helium inflate the foil and printed latex balloons, 

add curling ribbon and attach them to the bouquet 
weight. Slip the weight through the latex clusters.

#97559
Air inflate and place the foil bear sitter on top of the latex 

clusters. Secure to the latex using adhesive tabs. 

#18307 Heart Wand
Air inflate a 260 leaving 1" uninflated. Tie the ends 

together. Find the middle of the balloon and fold it into 
the middle of the circle. Squeeze the folded portion using 

your palms until the balloon retains a heart shape when 
released. 

Inflate a second 260 leaving 5 " uninflated. Fold over 2" 
from the tied end. Twist onto itself. Do this two more times 

to create three leaves. Slip the heart-shaped 260 into the 
leaves and twist to secure it.

 
Repeat steps to make a second heart wand. Slip the wands 

into the latex cluster and secure them with adhesive tabs.
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